[Coronary endarterectomy].
The technique of coronary endarterectomy, in coronary artery surgery, has been controversial and alternatively indicated or contraindicated by different authors. In this paper coronary endarterectomy is reviewed, including its definition, history and development of different techniques. Early and late results of the main papers in the literature are commented on as well as our results. The surgical technique of endarterectomy in the different coronary artery territories is described with the primary indications and contraindications. Coronary endarterectomy is a valid and well established technique that can provide possibilities of revascularization in patients with extended and diffused coronary artery obstructions, which are unable to be treated with conventional coronary artery bypass grafts. Operative mortality and morbidity are slightly higher, but long-term results, as far as survival and functional class are concerned, are similar to standard coronary artery surgical procedures.